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Central Message

Methods borrowed from machine learning can

be used to identify important variables in ordi-

nary multivariable analyses without use of P

values.

See Article page 1130.
When members of the American Statistical Association’s
board decided to develop a policy statement on P values
and statistical significance, they did so knowing they had
not previously taken positions on specific matters of statisti-
cal practice.1 They recognized that ‘‘misunderstanding or
misuse of statistical inference’’ had reached a point that a
policy statement was necessary: ‘‘In view of the prevalent
misuses of and misconceptions concerning P-values, some
statisticians prefer to supplement or even replace P-values
with other approaches.’’ The common use of P values to
identify risk factors in multivariable models, which Naftel2

called more of an art than science, sprang to mind. Could
one really ‘‘replace P values’’ and actually better answer
research questions? I challenged Hemant Ishwaran, PhD,
one of our Deputy Statistical Editors, to consider how one
might identify ‘‘significant’’ risk factors in commonly used
multivariable models without using P values.

Applying methods borrowed from machine learning, he
andUniversity ofMiami graduate studentMin Lu developed
a novel method to accomplish this. In their article in this
issue of the Journal, Lu and Ishwaran3 introduce two
measures of ‘‘variable importance’’ as a substitute for
P values and illustrate them by reanalyzing heart failure
data using well-known Cox proportional hazards regression.

Themethod ismore than a substitute forP values, however.
Built in is bootstrap resampling, whereby new data sets are
formed and analyzed by sampling the original set with
replacement. This means that some observations are repeated
and others are left out—about a third on average—allowing
statistics to be generated based on how well results are
predicted for the left-out patients. ‘‘Important’’ variables are
those that improve this prediction. I cannot overemphasize
the huge advantage that this provides.We often chide authors
who claim to have ‘‘predictive models’’ but provide no
internal (let alone external) validation to be able to use the
word ‘‘predictor.’’ The Lu-Ishwaran method provides
thousands of cross-validations as a byproduct.

Another advantage is less sensitivity to sample size than
P values. This is important for analyses of genomic data and
large national data sets in which extremely tiny P values
may be produced for nearly every variable, so that it
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becomes unclear which are the important features. Further,
their method is a gateway into a host of other
machine-learning methods, such as efficient ways to
manage large numbers of variables and ways to illuminate
the shape of relationships of continuous variables to
outcomes without model assumptions.
There are limitations, however. The method is

computationally intensive, but those who already
routinely borrow machine-learning methods to generate
multivariable models are used to this.4 It does not provide
statistics with which we are familiar. Fortunately, Efron
and Hastie5 from Stanford have recently published an
accessible book intended to bridge statistics of the past,
including P values, and those of the computer age.
Can we live without P values? Perhaps not for research

(such as clinical trials) well suited to a method modeled
on English common law (innocent until proven guilty
beyond reasonable doubt). But for variable selection using
common multivariable models, it may well be possible to
live, and live well, without P values!
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